アート教育の教授学習過程論的分析 ： 「協働的想像」としての演劇教育のデザイン by 宮崎 清孝
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper examines how children and adults, professional artists in particular, constructed 
the imaginary world jointly in drama activity as the core activity of the narrative learning.  
Drama is an art activity of which uniqueness is that it comprised of multiple modes of 
expression. How imaginary world was jointly constructed in each mode is the focus of this 
paper. This study is a part of the research project we are doing in collaboration with a 
Japanese kindergarten on the drama education, inspired by Scandinavian idea on drama 
education and narrative learning(Baumer, et al. 2004). 
 
Art and education 
Importance of art for development and education has been acknowledge widely by many 
researchers(Vygotsky 1930). Vygotsky(1930)  argued that art education is important for all 
children, not for some children with gifted talent on art. He also said that it provides a chance 
for all children to stimulate their intellectual and emotional development.   
Why can art contribute to development and education of children? Though this issued has 
remained unquestioned despite of abundance of researches, Wartofsky’s  idea on art(1979) 
gives us a hint to think of this issue. He defined art as tertiary artifact. Tertiary artifact is 
characterized by its ‘off-line’ ness. It is detached from the world of real practice. It constitutes 
a domain in which there is a free construction in the imagination of rules and operations 
different from those adopted for ordinary ‘ this – worldly’ praxis.  As such, tertiary artifacts 
provide arena of free experimentation, in which people can try any ideas for the future 
adoption into the actual praxis. This characteristics is the very basis for art education to 
stimulate the development of children. Children can try many ideas, can construct many 
imaginative world which they love, without the fear of failure. 
 ?? 
 
Though his idea provides a basis to examine the role of art in education, collaborative aspect 
in art activity should also be discussed as an effective education occurs in ZPD in which 
children and adults solve problems and produce new ideas collaboratively(Vygotsky,1978). 
How art is produced collaboratively by children and adults is the problem we have to examine 
to study the role of art in education. Although collaborative aspect in art has been 
acknowledge by some researchers(e.g.Pufall 1997 John- Steiner 2000) in socio- cultural 
research perspective, the actual process of the collaboration in art production between people, 
let alone between children and adults, has been not so much studied so far.  
 
Drama as an art activity of multiple modes of expression 
In case of drama, the narrative world generated imaginatively is an arena of free 
experimentation, and this is the basis why drama can be used effectively in education and 
development of children. This idea is used effectively for Scandinavian researchers in their 
development of the theory of narrative learning(Lindqvist, 1995, Hakkarainen), in which they 
showed that not only drama, but also drama related play activities can be rich resource for 
children’s development.  
 
To examine why drama based narrative learning is an effective means for children’s education, 
it is necessary to analyze how children and adults generate the world of imagination in drama 
collaboratively. Among various kinds of art activities, drama would be the one in which 
collaboration between people is most salient. This is the problem we are dealing with in this 
paper. 
 
To examine the process of collaboration and interaction in generative imaginative world of 
drama, one characteristic of drama activity will be shed on light. In drama, ideas are generated, 
expressed and communicated in multiple modes. Dialogue, or interaction in verbal mode, is 
the most salient part of these modes, especially in developing a narrative.  
 
Another important mode, or most important mode in drama, is the physical action. It was 
Stanislavsky who emphasized this point most, particularly in his ‘method of physical action’, 
the latest in the development of his idea on drama method(Stanislavsky,1980, Meilin,2003). 
According to Stanislavsky, every moment that the actor is on stage and every line of text 
spoken consists of an action. Stanislavski said “on stage, actor should act. Action and activity 
is the foundation of the art of drama, art of acting. It should be emphasized that the physical 
action is not the product, or the expression of the generated inner feeling. In his method of 
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physical action, it is a logical and coherent score of physical action that takes the actor into 
complex psychological experiences, and not reverse.  It should be also added that 
Stanislavsky pointed out that physical action in drama are interactive. Stanislavski thought 
that action should be interactive on the stage, that is , it should be a response to the other 
actors. 
 
The idea of Stanislavsky cited above led us to think that physical interaction in drama 
between children and adults is the decisive factor for them to generate imaginative world of 
drama. In this paper, we focus on how the physical interaction between children and adults 
works, along with the verbal interaction, in the generation of imaginative world of drama. 
 
OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
Participants of the research 
This study is a part of the research project on drama education we are conducting in 
collaboration with a Japanese kindergarten and a team of professional actors. Though actors 
participated in the summer workshop portion of the project, activities relating to drama in the 
kindergarten span whole year. This is an action research type of stuy, and we researchers are 
consulting the curriculum of the kindergarten. 
 
The kindergarten we are collaborating with is Ibi kindergarten, a private kindergarten located 
in a rural area in central Japan.  The principal and the vice principal, Kensuke and Midori Saki, 
believe that it is important for children’s development to meet the real thing: the real 
professional artists conducting their real art activity.  They believe that this experience will 
facilitate not only children’s creativity and imagination ability but also their mental and 
emotional development in general.  In 1998, children of Ibi kindergarten participated to Kids 
Guernica Project, in which they drew big mural under the guidance of Kensuke Saki, the 
president of kindergarten and also the artist himself.  In 2001,Boris Tissot, the organizer of 
workshop for children in Georges Pompidou Center in Paris, France, was invited and baked 
big cookies with children as his art activity.  In 2002, Tadashi Kawamata, the world famous 
installation artist, came to the kindergarten, and built the wood construction named “The 
base”, with children (Tadashi Kawamata + on the table, 2002, Miyazaki 2005).  In 2003, 
children enjoyed sound gathering and sound making by computer with Masayuki Akamatsu , 
contemporary computer music artist.   
 
Collaborative research between Ibi kindergarten and Japanese researchers, Yuji Moro of 
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Tsukuba University, and Kiyotaka Miyazaki, started in 2002(Moro, et al, 2003). Both made 
participant observation in Kawamata’s workshop.  Miyazaki also observed the regular art 
classroom for 5-year-olds taught by Kensuke Saki from October 2002 to February 2003. After 
2003 art workshop ended, Ibi kindergarten and the researchers discussed on the theme of the 
workshop of the next year. Miyazaki was then staying in the Laboratory of Comparative 
Human Cognition, UCSD, and participating the preliminary study on the narrative learning 
done by Sonja Baumer, Monica Nilsson, Beth Ferholt and Paulina Rainino. Miyazaki sent the 
information on this study to Ibi, and partly because of this information, Ibi kindergarten 
decided as its theme of 2004 workshop the play drama. And they decided to continue the 
drama project in 2005.  
 
As Midori Saki, the vice principal of the kindergarten, takes in charge of the whole 
curriculum of the kindergarten. She is the main figure to plan the activity of kindergarten 
relating to the drama project and the main collaborator to our research project.   
 
As in 2004, Three classes of 5 – 6 years old children, each comprised of 30 children, were 
participated to the study. They are UMI ( sea), TSUKI (moon), and HOSHI (stars) classes. 
Although each class had one teacher who takes in charge in regular classroom hours, other 
teachers in the kindergarten also participated to the drama project, in its summer workshop 
portion in particular. 
 
Kazumasa Horikiri, a playwright, participated to the project as in 2004. He took a role of the 
producer of the theatrical side of the project, organizing the team of actors, writing a script 
and directing the performance in the summer workshop. Three actors, Kashiwagi, Otsuka, and 
Wakaguri, joined to the team, so did the musician Ishikawa, who headed the band organized 
by some mothers of children. 
 
The theme and main characters of the project 
In 2004 project, selected character was ONI, or Ogre, a traditional Japanese folktale character, 
who is the gate guard of the Hell. In 2005, somewhat different characters were selected as the 
theme of the project. They are YOKAIs. YOKAIs are also traditional Japanese folk characters. 
They are mythical, weird creatures. There are many types, or species in YOKAIs, each living 
in different places, and doing different kinds of evil thing. Three types of YOKAI, in 
particular, were selected as the main characters of the project. One was ITTANMOMEN, 
which literally means 10 meters long cotton, which lives in the sky. Though it sometimes kills 
people by winding itself around a victim, it was supposed to be rather noble creature, 
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commanding two other YOKAIs in this project. Other one was KAPPA, or a river sprite, 
which lives in a river, and sometimes kills people by pulling a victim into the river. Final one 
was KONAKIJIJII, or an old man who looks like a baby who lives in the mountain. This one 
kills people by crashing a victim after held in a victim’s arm and becoming a heavy rock. 
 
These characters, and other YOKAIs too, are very popular in Japanese children. There are 
many picture books, cartoons, and even some of illustrated encyclopedia about YOKAI.   
 
YOKAIs have two opposing characteristics an that is why YOKAIs were selected as the 
theme of the drama project. On the one hand, they are familiar figure for them and they love 
them. They really like to talk about them. On the other hand, YOKAIs are fearful being for 
children. YOKAIs would attack and kill them. Egan(1989) argued that the binary opposition, 
such as good and evil, is the basis from which the narrative develops. It was expected that the 
binary opposition of lovely and fearful in the characteristics of YOKAI stimulate children to 
generate imaginative world. 
 
Another binary opposition YOKAIs have is of familiar and strange, or domestic and alien. As 
YOKAI s are the product of the imagination, they live in the alien world. Simultaneously, 
though, they are omnipresent. That is, they live, or believed to live, very near to ordinary 
people, such as river, mountain and sky. This binary opposition was also expected to 
stimulate children to develop imaginative stories easily based on their dairy experience. 
 
Schedule of the project 
Drama project consisted of two portions. One was the 2 days summer workshop, in which 
professional actors participated and performed drama with children. In the project, it was 
supposed that August 6th of 2005, the second day of the summer workshop, is the 100th 
anniversary for YOKAIs to meet and dance together, and the place for festa was, incidentally, 
the kindergarten. So YOKAIs invited children to meet and dance together with them at the 
festa held in the school garden of the kindergarten. 
 
Other portion of the project was, and is, the daily classroom terms of spring and autumn, that 
is, spring trimester and autumn trimester of the kindergarten. It means that daily curriculum of 
the kindergarten is the integrated part of the drama project as the summer workshop is. In 
other words, the theme of the drama project was, and is, the key factor for planning the daily 
curriculum of the kindergarten. Spring trimester was not only for the preparation of the 
summer workshop, for example. Activities relating to the drama project in Spring trimester 
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started in June, and these in autumn trimester are now under way. 
 
Some activity in the spring trimester relating to the drama project 
As the focus of this paper is on the interaction between children and professional actors as 
YOKAIs in the summer workshop portion, let me briefly summarize the activities of children 
in the spring trimester. 
 
Transaction of letters between children and YOKAI: 
Activities relating to the drama project started in June, when children got a letter from 
YOKAIs. This letter told children that there would be the YOKAI festa in the August and 
invited them to join in the festa and dance together. About 2 weeks after that, children got 
three more letters. Children of TSUKI class got a letter from ITTANMOMEN, children of 
HOSHI class from KONAKIJIJII, and children of UMI class from KAPPA. In these letters, 
each YOKAI told children that they cannot stop doing evil things and asked children to help 
them to stop it. These letters were written in YOKAI language. For example, each word was 
spelled in reverse order in KAPPA’s letter, so children had to decode it. Though it was 
expected not easy to do, children succeeded to do it with the help of the teacher.  
 
These letters from YOKAIs stimulated children to write reply letters. Many children wrote 
letters spontaneously to YOKAI, more or less helped by teachers to write down words. In 
most cases, contents were simple, like just asking what the favorite foods were.  
 
Research activities on YOKAI: 
After they got a letter from YOKAI, children, led by teachers, started researching on YOKAIs. 
Teachers collected and introduced many picture books and other material on YOKAI in 
classrooms to make children read them. Children found out that there were many types of 
YOKAIs other than three they already knew. They investigated what these YOKAIs like, 
dislike, their evil deed, and so on. In one class (UMI class), children even made a set of 
YOKAI karuta, or the Japanese playing cards on which photocopies of many YOKAIs were 
put on. Some children played with it, some one real aloud some YOKAI’s name and the other 
pick up the corresponding card. 
 
Practice of dancing: 
As children should dance with YOKAIs in summer workshop, it was thought necessary for 
children to practice dancing. So practice of dancing was conducted several times from mid 
June. Practice was an ‘imitation’ dancing, in which teachers danced with music and asked 
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children to imitate their action. As practice progressed, children were pointed out as a model 
for other children to imitate his/her actions. 
 
Magic spell making: 
In the letters from three YOKAIs, YOKAIs wrote that they did evil deed not because they 
wanted to do so, but they cannot stop doing, and asked help from children to stop doing it 
when they do. Children were asked by teachers to think of magic spell to stop YOKAIs evil 
deed. Children of TSUKI made one for ITTANMOMEN, children of HOSHI for 
KONAKIJIJII, and children of UMI for KAPPA. These magic spell became very popular in 
the kindergarten in the spring trimester, and children remembered even the one not of their 
own class and used them in many play situations. 
 
Drawing YOKAIs: 
In the end of June, there held a drawing class for all the children. They were asked to draw a 
picture of YOKAI who they want to be. Almost all boys drew pictures of dragon, and girls 
drew fairy, both of which were accepted as species of YOKAI. Most children added other 
YOKAIs too in the picture, which were apparently not the YOKAI they be. Among three 
YOKAIs already introduced, only ITTANMOMEN was drawn by some children, KAPPA by 
a few, and KONAKIJIJII by none. 
 
Discovering YOKAIs’ traces: 
These activities cited so far were all intended by teachers. However, there were many 
activities relating to the drama project, which children started spontanoesly, though more or 
less helped by teachers. One of such spontaneous play invented by children was to discover 
‘traces’ of YOKAIs. Several times in June and July, some children ‘discovered’ traces of 
YOKAI, such as footprint of KAPPA, on places like the skin of the trunk of the tree or the 
surface of the ground. In some cases, many other children were involved and they excitedly 
committed searching of the traces. 
 
KAMISHIBAI, or picture stories 
KAMISHIBAI is the picture stories, or rather ‘picture theatre’, in which series of pictures 
were shown to an audience with dialogue read aloud. Some children of UMI class wanted to 
make their own KAMISHIBAI about KAPPA. The teacher helped children to make it, in 
elaborating the story and writing it down in particular. Children played this KAMISHIBAI 
many times in front of audience, even went to ‘tour’ to other classrooms.  In this 
KAMISHIBAI, fairies met KAPPA one day, played and danced together joyfully. But 
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KAPPA could not stop attacking fairies, so faires ran away. Later, KAPPA sent the letter of 
apology and asked fairies to help him by magic spell not to commit attacking. Finally they 
met again in YOKAI festa and danced together with other YOKAIs. 
 
Flow of activities in the summer workshop 
The summer workshop was held on 5th, and 6th of August. Three actors were assigned to 
ITTANMOMEN, KAPPA and KONAKIJIJII respectively.  
 
At about 9am of the first day, they joined to the classroom assigned to each. They went to the 
classroom not as a role but as an ordinary adult. They played with children in each class about 
30 minutes and left the classroom. This phase was set for  actors to get a ‘feeling’ of the 
children of the class. At 10 am, all the children got together to the playroom, of which stage 
were waiting three actors. Actors showed children the process of transformation from actor to 
the role, or from human being to YOKAI. After answering to questions children asked, they 
left the room. It was expected that children had some recognition about the ‘duality’ of the 
role played by actors, or the ‘duality’ of familiar human being and alien YOKAIs. It was 
thought necessary to assure children who scared too much about YOKAIs that they were, 
after all, human beings. 
 
The second day was the day of festa. When they came to the kindergarten at around 0830am, 
all children knew that, and excited about it. In each classroom, teacher read aloud picture 
books about YOKAI, and asked children to think about the question they would ask when 
YOKAIs came. They also practiced magic spell and prayed to Gods for their safety. Finally, 
they repeated the special spell to call the YOKAI. 
 
Then suddenly, YOKAI jumped into the class, ITTANMOMEN to TSUKI class, KAPPA to 
UMI class, and KONAKIJIJII to HOSHI class. They led the practice of dancing and answered 
to the children’s questions in each class. Then, all children, teachers and YOKAIs came out of 
the classrooms and got together in the garden of the kindergarten, and started festa. All people 
started dancing, forming a circle. Volunteered mothers. led by the musician Ishikawa, played 
music with instruments. They also made themselves up as some YOKAIs. ITTANMOMEN, 
the leader of the YOKAIs, ordered stop dancing, and started greeting to children. Suddenly, 
KONAKIJIJII got mad, and attacked children. Children recited the magic spell to stop 
KONAKIJIJII’s attack, and KONAKIJIJII came back sane. Then, KAPPA got mad and saved 
by children’s magic spell. And even ITTANMOMEN got mad and saved. After that, three 
YOKAIs showed YOKAI’s dance to children and children sang a song in return. And time 
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came, and three YOKAIs said goodbye and went out of the kindergarten. 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN CHILDREN  
AND A PROFESSIONAL ACTOR: CASE OF KONAKIJIJII 
 
This paper focus on what happened in each classroom between children and YOKAI on the 
second day of the workshop, after YOKAI came into the classroom. Case of KONAKIJIJII, 
played by actor Kashiwagi, will be taken up as an example.  
 
We saw here the joint construction of imaginary world by children and the professional actor. 
As we have seen above, children experienced many activities relating to YOKAI in the spring 
trimester. They saw a lot of pictures of YOKAIs, read many story books. They got letters 
from YOKAIs and wrote back to them their own. The made their own KAMISHIBAI on 
YOKAI. They ‘found out’ traces of YOKAIs’ activities. They had already constructed some 
images on each of three YOKAIs. In case of KONAKIJIJII, children feared it. They feared it 
most among three YOKAIs, They said tha KONAKIJIJII was very threatening because it will 
mount on children and kill them by becoming heavy rock. 
 
What happened here in the mourning of 6th in the classroom was not only the recollection, or 
reconfirmation of the imagination they had already formed. As we will see below, new 
imagination developed beyond the old ones in the interaction between children and the 
professional actor. See what happened in the interaction in the mode of physical action and of 
dialogue one by one. 
 
Embodied interaction between children and the actor 
When KONAKIJIJII played by the actor KASHIWAGI entered into the classroom, children 
showed surprise at first, although they expected KONAKIJIJII to come into their classroom. 
Soon, they relaxed, became friendly to KONAKIJIJII, though they did not become friendly 
too much. They talkd to KONAKIJIJII, but they did not become noisy. They kept their 
concentration. They kept looking at KONAKIJIJII carefully, sometimes smiling. 
 
KONAKIJIJII asked each child his/her name, and children answered. Some showed some 
hesitation, but not much. After that, KONAKIJIJII proposed children to practice a dance. It 
was planned that they would dance together with children of other classes and other YOKAIs 
on the ground of the kindergarten after the classroom session ended. After practicing a little 
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bit, KONAKIJIJII asked children to practice a dance of KONAKIJIJII, on which children did 
not have any knowledge so far. 
 
Excerpt #1 
Child: Why do you wear a diaper? 
KONAKIJIJII: I wear a diaper because 
Child: Because you are a baby. 
KONAKIJIJII: You see, my body has different halves. 
Child: Yeah. 
Children showed concentration, hearing what KONOKIJIJII was saying intently. 
KONAKIJIJII: This left half of the body is the old man, now becoming heavier, as it is 
turning to the stone. KONOKIJIJII will become rock when it becomes heavy. 
And this right half, you see, this half of my face is red. 
Child: Because you feel pleasant, don’t you? 
KONAKIJIJII: This half is a baby. This half cries as a baby and the other half becomes heavy 
as an old man. That’s why I am KONOKIJII, Do you understand? 
Children: I see. 
Children nodded. 
KONAKIJIJII: KO of KONAKIJIJII means a child or a baby. So I want to be your friend. 
KONAKIJIJII is a YOKAI composed of a baby and an old man. Now I want you to dance 
both as a baby and an old man. Imitate my way of dancing. 
Children: OK! 
 
As noted above, KONAKIJIJI has a duality. He is an old man, and a baby. A common 
understanding of the duality is that his face is like a bay, though the body posture is of an old 
man. And he generally behaves as an old man, he cries as a baby.  
 
Here, Kashiwagi, the actor, presented a radically different interpretation about 
KONAKIJIJII’s duality. Right half of his body was an old man, left half of it was a baby. This 
interpretation was unique to Kashiwagi and new even for adults, as one of the teachers later 
acknowledged(Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1 KONAKIJIJI, half of his face red, the other half grey 
 
Moreover, he acted the duality in a new and unique way too. He acted like a baby and like an 
old man alternatively. 
 
Excerpt #2 
KONAKIJIJII (started singing and dancing): YOKAI, YOKAI, YO-YOKAI, AKACHAN(a 
baby), OJIISAN(an old man), AKACHAN, OJIISAN, AKACHAN, OJIISAN, AKACHAN, 
OJIISAN. 
When he sang “AKACHAN”, KONAKIJIJII put his hands on his face, like a weeping child 
does. When he sang “OJIISAN”, KONAKIJIJII bent and extended his arm, as an old man 
holding cane does. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Children imitating an old man’s action   Fig. 3 Children imitating a baby 
 
Then, children tried to imitate that action. Children’s imitation of the actor’s action means that 
children tried to adopt the actor’s idea and make it their own, embodied idea. However, 
children did not stop there.  
 
Excerpt #3 
KONAKIJIJII : When you dance as AKACHAN, do it in various ways.  
He showed children some different ways to play a baby. 
KONAKIJIJII: Play AKACHAN differently. It is joyful to do it various ways. 
Children: Yeah! 
KONAKIJIJII: I will do this way(showing his way). Think your way of playing, OK? 
Some girls showed their ways. 
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KONAKIJIJII: Good, that way. OK, guys, show me a pose of a baby. Now! 
All children took a pose of a baby. Some children put their finger into their mouse as a baby 
sucks his/her finger. Some children put two fingers into their mouse. Some children put their 
hand on side of their faces, showing sleeping baby. 
KONAKIJIJII: OK,OK! All good! Now, we will try. (Start singing) AKACHAN, OJIISAN, 
AKACHAN, OJIISAN.(Children started dancing.)  When we sing “OJIICHAN”, you should 
be an old man. Bend more.(Children bent.) OK. Once more. Bend, and you will  be an old 
man(repeated three times. Children bent.) (Pointing to a teacher) Oh, there is one who don’t 
bend enough. (children laughed.) OK, now let’s dance. AKACHAN, OJIISAN, AKACHAN, 
OJIISAN, AKACHAN, OJIISAN. 
Children danced, playing as a baby and as an old man alternately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Children act their own babies 
 
Here, Kashiwagi showed some types of action for actions of a baby. Children were given 
alternatives from which they could choose their own. In choosing their own way, they 
developed their imagination of KONAKIJIJII. Their selection would depend on their prior 
experience of a baby. They generated the images of babies they already learnt somewhere, 
and connected them to the images of KONAKIJIJII. As Vygotsky(1930) said, imagination 
and real experience is not mutually exclusive. Imagination was based on the experience, and 
creativity rests on how to make good use of it in a new context. 
 
Dialogue or verbal interaction 
As the physical action mode, dialogue mode or verbal interaction contributed much in the 
joint construction of the imagination in this episode. 
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After practicing a dance, KONAKIJIJII asked children if they had any question to him, and a 
question – answer period began. In this dialogue, we can find out a typical way with which 
the imaginative world was constructed in verbal interaction. 
 
Excerpt #4 
KONAKIJIJII: Do you have any question to KONAKIJIJII? 
Some children raised their hands. 
KONAKIJIJII: What? 
Boy: KONAKIJIJII should have a cane, but you don’t. 
KONAKIJIJII: Oh, KONAKIJIJII should have a cane. KONAKIJIJII depicted in a picture 
book has it, yes. I left it in my home because I should dance today and a cane is inconvenient 
to dancing. 
Boy: Why were you not there when we went the place where YOKAI live? 
KONAKIJII: Where? 
Boy: The shrine. 
KONAKIJIII: Oh, the shrine. I don’t live there. God lives in the shrine. YOKAI akin to god 
like ITTANMOMEN live there. You couldn’t see ITTANMOMEN maybe because he was 
flying at that time. 
 
Children’s questions were based on the imagination they had already generated. In the case of 
a question about a ‘cane’, children learnt from pictures of KONAKIJIJII they saw that 
KONAKIJIJII has a cane. ‘Real’ KONAKIJIJII they saw in front of them generated the gap 
between their previous imagination and the percept they had now. This gap caused child to 
ask questions. In other words, the gap triggered the imaginative process in children to fill the 
gap in their previous imagination. The answer given by the actor filled the gap children 
generated by providing a reason to explain the new image, that is, KONAKIJIJII without a 
cane. 
Sometimes, a gap was generated when children’s experience differed from what the actor 
talked as the following excerpt shows. 
 
Excerpt #5 
KONAKIJIJII: Of course Eyes, as we are always watching you. 
Boy: Where are you watching from? 
KONAKIJIJII: From mountains. 
Boy: How? 
KONAKIJIJII: ITTANMOMEN from sky. 
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Boy: How about KAPPA? 
KONAKIJIJII: KAPPA from the river. 
Girl: Is it possible to watch from the river? 
Girl: No, KAPPA doesn’t watch us from the river. 
Boy: How is it possible? 
Girl: Like giraffe. 
 
This excerpt also shows that children themselves sometimes participated in filling the gap 
they generated. In each of three utterances made by girls, they tried to fill the gap somehow. 
 
These examples show that dialogue contributed the development of the imaginative world 
with two complementing functions. One is the gap generation by some participant and the 
other is the gap filling by the other, or similar participants. Gap was generated between the 
children’s imagination based on their previous experience, and the new experience given to 
children by the actor. 
 
 
DISCUSSION: ROLE OF THE ACTOR THAT MAKE INTERACTION FRUITFUL 
 
Among two modes of interaction, the mode of physical action is peculiar to drama, and it is 
worthwhile for further comments. The important feature we found out in our case is that, 
through physical action, the actor presented a new interpretation about the role which even the 
adults cannot imagine by themselves. This uniqueness of the interpretation embodied in the 
actor’s action and a makeup, would be the cause to make interaction more fruitful. Children 
did not just imitate the actor’s action, but devised new actions of their own.  
 
In this case, the actor presented children a new interpretation intently, not accidentally. In the 
symposium  held in the summer workshop after the drama session, Kashwagi, the actor, said 
that he did it intentionally. He said, “it is children who know best about KONAKIJIJII. So, I 
have to go beyond it. I have to devise something new to make my play exciting for children.” 
 
Miyazaki(2005) argued that, in discussing the role of artist in the joint construction of the 
artwork with children, artist  ‘negated’ ,or destroyed the children’s old products to open up an 
arena for children to develop newer products. It was not a negation of children’s self agency. 
Artist’s negation was performed by providing children some new, and exciting hints. And 
children did not just follow what they were given, but developed their own, new one. In other 
 ?? 
words, children negated the artist’s precedent negation by generating new product. 
Development of the new product followed the path which Hegel described as ‘negation of 
negation’.  
 
The actor in the present case did not apparently ‘negate’ children’s performance. However, by 
showing children a new and exciting way of being KONAKIJIJII, he seemed to do similar 
conduct. He can trigger not just the imitation but the creation in children. And he can do it by 
physically interacting with children. 
 
Long-term effect of this physical interaction is not yet known now, as the drama project is 
still underway in the autumn trimester in Ibi kindergarten. However, there is one evidence to 
show that the effect was not contained in that moment. 
 
On September 5th, children had an art class, in which they were asked to draw their memory 
of the YOKAI festa. As I have already noted, they had art class in which they drew pictures of 
YOKAI in June. There was a small, but important difference between pictures children drew 
in these two occasions. In the art classroom in June, no one depicted KONAKIJIJII. We 
thought that it was because KONAKIJIJII was rather difficult to draw, compared to other 
YOKAIs. In September class, however, some children drew KONAKIJIJII. Most of them put 
in the picture the wear Kashiwagi wore in the workshop. And two of them even drew the face 
of KONAKIJIJII in the way Kashiwagi did that day, painted both halves of the face 
differently. This suggests that Kashiwagi’s action had impressed so much on children’s image 
of KONAKIJIJII that they might have overcome the technical difficulty to draw such a 
compacted object like KONAKIJIJII.   Though the picture is impressive, it might be just a 
recollection of what happened in the festa, but not showed the creative imagination of 
children. We should be noted, though, that children got an ‘binary opposition’(Egan, 1989) in 
KONAKIJIJII very impressively. As binary opposition is the seed from which new narrative 
and imagination grow, it is possible that this picture is not just a reflection of their memory 
but also the starting point for their further imaginative work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ?? 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 Close up of KONAKIJIJII’s face in a picture of a child 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper introduces the educational researchers and practitioners in the west a Japanese 
pedagogical thought which, I believe, is very similar to Kieran Egan’s thought on education.  
The founder of this thought is a Japanese practitioner, Kihaku Saitou (1911 – 1981) and his 
thought on education is known, after his name, ‘Saitou pedagogy’ in Japan. This is a 
systematic thought on how to develop a classroom lesson which motivates children to think 
deeply about teaching material.  His thought is similar to Egan’s, first of all, in his assertion 
that an attractive lesson should develop as story develops. He denied the mechanistic view on 
education in which the classroom lesson develops by following strictly some predetermined 
lesson plan. He argues that classroom lessons should be the exploration by the teacher and 
children of the intellectually interesting questions. 
Another similarity between Egan and Saitou is that both emphasize the importance of 
emotional engagement with the teaching material of teachers. Japanese educators have been 
traditionally using the term “Kyozai-Kaishaku”, which literally means ‘the interpretation of 
the teaching material’,  to refer to the process of teacher’s learning on the teaching material as 
the preparation for the lesson. Saitou thinks of the process of Kyozai-kaishaku as the process 
of discovery of new and interesting questions not only for children but also for teachers as 
adults in the teaching material. He thinks, as Egan does, that only material which is  
intellectually interesting for adults are worth for children to learn. For Saitou, classroom 
lesson are not the conduit through which teachers tell children what they already know as 
 ?? 
adults. 
 
There are, of course, many differences between two. There are many important ideas in 
Egan’s theory, which Saitou pedagogy did not develop and can learn from Egan’s. There are, 
however, some advantages in Saitou pedagogy which can enrich Egan’s thought. One such 
difference is that, in Saitou pedagogy, dialogical nature of classroom lesson is more 
emphasized than in Egan’s. In Egan’s theory, it seems that the emphasis is laid on how to 
develop curriculum package which can elicit dialogic structure in the classroom. On the other 
hand, Saitou focused on how to organize the dialogic structure in the lesson on progress from 
children’s utterances in the classrooms. Using Egan’s term, dialogue is one of the most 
important cognitive tools in Saitou’s system which children can use and enrich in the 
classroom of any subject matter. 
 
KIHAKU SAITOU IN THE JAPANESE EDUCATION SCENE 
 
Kihaku Saitou was born in 1911 and worked as a teacher of some public elementary schools 
in country area in Japan from 1930 to 1969. In his last 18 years of his career, he was a 
principal of some elementary schools, and led educational practices of these schools. These 
schools became very famous and became the national icon of Japanese education of that era.  
Many practitioners and researchers visited these schools to observe classroom lessons there. 
After retirement, he got a position in some universities, wrote many books, and most 
importantly, organized his research group, named ‘Research group of pedagogical studies’. 
Many practitioners and researchers gathered in this group and developed his idea. After his 
death in 1981, the research group as a movement lost its impetus, and the national assembly 
of the research group stopped gathering. However, some local groups are still working and 
many teachers still accumulate the educational practices which follow his thinking.  
 
As Saitou and his followers are mostly practitioners and their thought has been developing on 
the ground of the tradition of Japanese elementary education, some characteristics of the 
tradition of Japanese elementary education somehow defines the nature of Saitou pedagogy. 
One such ‘good’ tradition of Japanese elementary education is that teachers are eager to study 
about their own educational practices. This was especially so some decades after the WW.II 
and many research groups on education had been organized. As these groups are voluntarily 
organized without any assistance from government, they are called as Minkan-Kyoiku-Undo, 
or nongovernmental educational movements.  
 
 ?? 
Saitou pedagogy is one of these Minkan-kyouiku-Undo-s. As such, this theory is a system of 
knowledge of practice, developed by and for teachers. Though some researchers have been 
participating to Saitou’s research group, the group has not had any academic theory as its 
background. In particular, it has lacked a theoretical framework on the children’s possible 
course of development, if not in the form like Piaget’s, but one like Egan’s idea of 
recapitulation (Egan, 1998).  
 
There are many Minkan-Kyouiku-Undo groups in Japan, and most of them concern one 
particular subject matter. Saito pedagogy is different from them in this respect. It is a theory 
on how to develop teaching materials and how to generate lessons which is applicable to any 
subject matter. Elementary school teachers need such knowledge because they should teach 
children every subject matter. However, Saitou used some particular subject matters when he 
taught his method to his fellow teachers. These are music, art, physical education, and mostly, 
language. It should be noted  that literature understanding occupies large part of language 
education in Japan. What Saitou used most was this part of language education. He said: 
Language education is the basis of all other subject matter. Interpreting ability, imagination, 
exploring ability, concentration, and the depth of personality are all cultivated in language 
education and transferred to other subject matters. (Saitou 1977) 
 
Saitou himself was a famous poet of Waka, one of traditional Japanese poem genre. Though 
this partly explains why Saitou focused on the literature understanding, there is more reason 
for his emphasis on literature education. It has been traditionally believed in Japan that 
literature education is not only for the training of skills of reading nor appreciation of literary 
art but also for enrichment of logical thinking and even moral judgment.  The importance of 
language education is another factor for Saitou to focus on this subject matter. Because of this 
characteristic of Japanese language education, it can be the typical area in which Saitou could 
show the usefulness of his imaginative thinking on education in general. 
 
TEACHING AS A STORY TELLING/TEACHING AS A MUSIC 
 
As described in the introduction, there are two importance characteristics that Saitou and 
Egan share.  One of them is their emphasis of story structure in the lesson which starts from 
some kinde of tension, or opposition. 
 
Story/narrative is one of the most important cognitive tools Egan lists (Egan 1986, 2005). It 
provides an organizing principle to the content of the curriculum. And some binary opposition 
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should be discovered about the content of the teaching material, and the story develops as the 
binary opposition develops. 
 
On the other hand, Saitou compares the good classroom lesson to music. And the good 
classroom lesson, like music, starts as some tension, or opposition is set, develops as the 
tension develops, and ends when the tension is resolved. He says; 
Good classroom lesson has a kind of rhythm, melody and tone in the flow of one class period.  
There is a confrontation or tension, and something new is discovered as the result of the 
confrontation, or tension. (Saitou 1969) 
 
Or he says; 
(Good classroom lesson) should be one in which there first occur some contradiction, 
opposition, confrontation or tension between the teaching material, teacher, and students. 
Then, the teacher and students should get over the tension to discover and create something 
new.(Saitou, 1969) 
 
Though Saitou does not use the term binary opposition, his idea about confrontation and 
tension is very similar to Egan’s idea of the binary opposition. The confrontation and tension 
Saitou refers to is about the content, or the interpretations of the content of the teaching 
material. One of Saitou’s basic idea is that making opposition between different 
interpretations about the teaching material between children, or between children and teacher 
is the best way for children to motivate to think of the content deeply.  
 
ONE EXAMPLE: “WHAT IS A STORE?” 
 
To see more detail of this Saitou’s idea, one example of the classroom lesson organized with 
this idea will be organized. This is the lesson developed by Katsuhiko Sakuma, one of the 
followers of Saitou, who is the researcher of the social studies education. Learning from 
Saitou’s idea, he and his collaborating practitioners have developed the teaching method 
named as ‘learning by fieldwork’, which is mainly for the social studies but also applicable to 
some topics in natural sciences (Sakuma, 2003, Miyazaki 2005). In this method, children start 
learning topics of social studies from fieldwork on their familiar nearby environment. Though 
this characteristic seems to be similar to the progressivisit’s idea of social studies, it is totally 
different as you will see later. Actually, this method has developed as the challenge to the 
progressivist social studies. Though the lesson cited here has been developed as a 
demonstration of some principles of ‘learning by fieldwork’ to practitioners, you can also 
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learn in it some basic principles of Saitou pedagogy. The observation I made was of a lesson 
for 5th graders and the class lasted one hour. 
 
The theme of the lesson is a store or a shop. It should be noted that a store or a shop is ‘mise’ 
in Japanese, which derived from the verb ‘miseru’, or to show. It is also named as ‘tana’ in 
Japanese, which means ‘a shelf’. It should be also noted that, for many Japanese, both for 
adults and children, a typical ‘mise’ is a place located in some house or building, where you 
can buy some goods from someone who sell them.  
 
The objective of the lesson is, first of all, to make children think of what a store is. But there 
is more. What is important here is that there is no correct answer to the question, academically 
or practically, so that teaching children the definition of a store does not make much sense. 
For example, there is no definition of a store in the Japanese commercial law. And there is no 
single, agreed upon definition on a store in textbooks of economy or management, at least in 
Japan. Sakuma made many interviews, or fieldworks as he calls them, with economists, jurists 
and government officials in preparation for this lesson and knew that there is none. This lack 
of agreed upon definition on a store does not show incompleteness of law system or social 
sciences. It shows that variety of shore are so vastly increasing in these days because of the 
development of modern economy that science and law system cannot catch up. Because of the 
development of the service industry and the automatization of the distribution system, there 
appear variety of store which do not fit to the traditional concept of a store. So, the objective 
of the lesson cannot be just to tell children what a store is. The objective of the lesson is, by 
examining some examples of a store, to make children to think about, or rather feel about the 
changes occurred in the world of commerce. 
 
The lesson started by showing 5 photos to children and asked them if each of them is a store.  
These are photos of a vegetable store, a barbershop, a launderette, vending machines, and a 
peddling woman. Among these 5 photos, there contain some ‘binary oppositions’. One is the 
opposition between selling goods and selling services. The other concerns whether a store 
clerk is necessary for shop or not. Whether some housing is necessary for a store or not also 
makes opposition. And, in the case of a peddling woman, can moving woman be a store or 
not?  To the question asked at the beginning of the lesson, children answered yes only to the 
first photo. Most children answered no to other four photos. And children and the teacher 
started examining each photo. 
 
First opposition was made explicit by comparing the first photo and the second photo. First, 
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children thought that a place you can get some goods is a store, so a barber is not a store. 
Some child became aware that you should pay money for your hair cut, as when you buy 
some goods. Then, many children started changing their opinion. 
 
Second issue was about the photo of a launderette, if it is a store without a store clerk. Some 
children argued that you should pay money too, and there must be someone who gets those 
money, if not in the place. Accepting these opinions, many children changed their minds. 
Discussion like these continued on the 4th and 5th photos. And finally, many children turned 
their opinion, and thought that all these are stores. 
 
In the midst of the lesson, children got variety of information on related issues from the 
teacher. For example, children learned the brief history of stores in Japan. The teacher told 
children that the early store was a shelf laid on the road, and that is why a store is named as a 
‘tana’ or a shelf. Or children were told that the first barber appeared later than stores selling 
goods.  
 
More importantly, children discovered by themselves some new problems on a store. After 
finding out that ‘paying money’ is a necessary condition for some place to be a store, and 
applying this feature in many examples, they started asking themselves if ‘a bus’ is a store, if 
‘a taxi’ is a store, if ‘a bank’ is a store. 
 
As these questions were raised at the end of the lesson, these questions were not explored, 
much less answered. However, the discovery of these new questions proved that children not 
only received some information from teacher, but also enjoyed thinking the issues deeply. 
They could find out their own criterion for a store. And they could not only apply their 
criterion to other examples but also find out that the criterion was not satisfactory. 
 
The flow of the lesson can be characterized as the development of the story. First, there 
occurred some problems, and then, these problems progressed to solutions as children 
discussed the problems. But there was no definite solution at the end. Rather, there came new 
questions and was no end in the story. This shows that the story developed here belonged to 
the mystery genre, in which questions produce new questions.  
 
Note that this lesson was for demonstration by the researcher to practitioners. The class 
therefore ended in one hour and could not extend to other class hours. If this lesson is done in 
a regular class, and if there are more periods applicable, this lesson itself can be just a 
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beginning of a series of lessons. And in these following lessons, children can pursuit the 
questions they discover, not only by discussions, but also by doing field research, asking the 
questions to many people as Sakuma did in the preparation of the lesson.  
 
MAKING FAMILIAR STRANGE AND THE ADULT EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT 
WITH THE TEACHING MATERIAL 
 
Egan (1986) says that the educational achievement is to make the familiar seem strange, and 
not the reverse. This is really an important thesis, whose implications are very deep. Saitou 
pedagogy agrees with this completely. The above example shows this very well. 
 
Binary oppositions involved in 5 photos in the above lesson can be summarized as the 
opposition between the common, familiar type of a store and the atypical, strange type of a 
store. Before the lesson, a store was a familiar being for children. It was just like a vegetable 
shop. Four photos made a shop strange for children. So children motivated to think of it deep. 
Following are the comments made by children who took his lesson(Sakuma, 1992). 
 
“The social studies lesson was about a launderette and vending machines. I got confused!” 
“I have thought that it is not a store if there is no store clerk. Now, I am not sure. I have 
thought that a launderette is not a store though I pay money there. Now. I am not certain.” 
“I cannot understand why a bank is a store.” 
 
The phrases they used like “confused”,”not sure”,”cannot understand” show that children 
started feeling strange about a store and started thinking about it. 
 
“Making familiar strange” is the important principle of teaching for Saitou pedagogy. 
However, Saitou does not mention the importance of “making familiar strange” for children 
explicitly. Rather, he says the importance of “making familiar strange” for teachers as adults. 
Teachers should find out something new and important for them as adults in the teaching 
material. This is the most important condition for a good lesson. It is generally thought that 
the teaching material, especially of the elementary education, is easy to understand for adults, 
or what they already know. In a sense, it is correct. As adults, teacher know the teaching 
material better than children. However, to conduct a good lesson, teachers have to discover 
something new, something unknown, in such “easy and well known” material. 
 
As I already noted above, the process of analyzing and organizing the teaching material is 
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named as “Kyozai-Kaishaku”, or interpreting teaching material in Japan. This process has 
been traditionally seen important in Japan. And according to Saitou, Kyozai-Kaishaku is the 
process in which teachers as adults confront with the teaching material in all its aspects and 
discover something important for them as adults. He says; 
First of all, a teacher should encounter and confront wholeheartedly with the teaching material 
in all its respects as one person. A teacher should wholeheartedly interact with the teaching 
material, analyze it, have questions on it, ask himself, discover something, and create 
something, as one person. Though these endeavors, he should accumulate new thinking, new 
logic, and new development. 
Only after the teacher has done such interpretative works on the teaching material and 
encountered with it, a lesson can have a definite direction, intention and an explicit 
construction. It is because the teacher’s knowledge about the teaching material stops being a 
collection of random pieces, but becomes a lively one, acquired by his own, sweaty efforts, 
only after such encounters. It is because the teacher can confront children with the lively 
knowledge which he acquired by surprised of it, by doubting it, or by discover it 
afresh.(Saitou 1964) 
 
The process of Kyozai-Kaishaku is to make the teaching material strange for teachers as 
adults.  Holistic encountering as a person with the teaching material is the vital part of the 
process of Kyozai-Kaishaku. The feelings of wonder and of doubt go with the process of 
exploration in the teaching material. In other word, teacher should engage emotionally with 
the teaching material in Kyozai-Kaishaku.  The necessity of teacher’s emotional engagement 
with the teaching material is what Egan stresses (Egan 2005). This is also vital for Saitou 
pedagogy. Teacher’s emotional engagement with the teaching material is the second 
similarity between Saitou and Egan. 
 
LESSON AS THE ORGANIZATION OF CHILDREN’S DIALOGUE 
 
  Now we will focus on one characteristics of Saitou pedagogy which Egan seems not 
to treat explicitly. It seems that Egan focuses on the development of the unit, or curriculum 
package which will develop as a story later in the actual classroom. In other words, it seems 
that he does not focus on how to unfold lesson in progress from children’s utterances in the 
course of the class. Using the story metaphor, he seems to assume that the story begins only 
from the beginning of the class and that only the teacher can begin it.  
 
On the contrary for Saitou pedagogy, organizing children’s utterances in the course of the 
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lesson is the focal point for the developing the good lesson. Saitou thinks that teacher can find 
out and make explicit oppositions among children’s opinions and make children experience 
dialogical interaction in the course of the lesson. As a practitioner’s useful guideline, it is 
important for Saitou pedagogy to provide not only for the way to develop the curriculum 
structure before the actual lesson, but also for the way to develop the lesson in progress. 
Children’s utterances in the lesson and varieties of thought shown in those utterances are the 
useful resource to do so. He says; 
There are many children in one classroom. All each of them has some thought or error when 
they encounter the teaching material. It is possible to connect each of children who has their 
own idea. Teachers can do it. Or sometimes, children can do it by themselves.  Child A and 
child B think collaboratively the same problem, or each problem, and child A discovers 
something new, and child B does so too. Furthermore, they generate a task which is new for 
both A and B through their interaction. (Saitou 1964) 
 
Saitou pedagogy organizes children’s opinion to make explicit the possible oppositions 
between them. It organizes children to compare and to experience the similarities and 
differences between their opinions. It gives children to chance to tell their opinion about their 
peer, approve or deny it. In short, children in Saitou pedagogy’s class have a chance to 
experience dialogue on the topic. Through these interactions, their own thought will be made 
more explicit and articulated. Such a dialogic thought in the course of the lesson is the 
cognitive tool which Saitou pedagogy can provide for children. 
 
Though he does not mention it explicitly in his list of cognitive tools, dialogical structure is an 
important characteristic in Egan’s classroom as is in Saitou’s. The difference between Saitou 
and Egan is that, in Egan’s thought, dialogical structure is the result expected to develop from 
the structure of the teaching material or curriculum package in which binary opposition(s) are 
set. On the other hand, dialogical structure is intentionally organized in the conversation in the 
classroom by the teacher’s intervention. 
 
In the actual course of the lesson, this dialogic structure of the lesson can be frequently 
generated by the teacher’s utterance named as, in the American research context, ‘revoicing’ 
(Hicks, 1995). In such cases, children’s utterances are possible to be directly organized. 
Children’s utterances are somewhat rephrased, that is, re-voiced by teacher. In rephrasing, 
teacher sometimes uses his/her own utterance, or sometimes uses other child’s utterance. In 
the last case, teacher shows both children that what they are speaking are essentially the same. 
Through the revoicing, teacher can make explicit the meaning hidden in the ambiguous 
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utterances f children, and can also make clear the identity and the difference between 
children’s opinions.  In a consequence, the dialogic nature of children’s interaction becomes 
explicit for children themselves. 
 
It should be noted that Kyozai-Kaishaku is also vital in organizing children’s utterances in the 
course of the lesson. Before the lesson, teacher should find out new things in the teaching 
material as much as possible. Only with such preparation, teacher can understand the meaning 
in children’s ambiguous utterances, and can find out the identities and differences among 
children’s opinions. 
 
EXAMPLE: LITERATURE UNDERSTANDING 
 
One example is analyzed to show how a teacher from Saitou school organizes the dialogical 
structure in the classroom, using a lesson from the field of the literature understanding. The 
lesson shown here is of the 4th graders. The teacher of the class is Yoko Nishioka, a famous 
practitioner of Saitou school.  The lesson consisted of three stages.  On the first stage, 
children read the whole story to have the general impression on the story.  On the second 
stage, children generated questions about the details of the story, and solved problems as 
much as they could.  The difficult issues remained unsolved, and they discussed on these 
issues on the third stage.  The episodes dealt here are from the discussion they had on one of 
issues they discussed on the third stage. 
 
The teaching material  is the juvenile novel “Gon Gizune”(The fox named Gon).  Gon is a 
child fox who lives alone in a forrest.  One day, he saw Heiju, a young peasant, catching eels 
in a river, and stole them. Later, Gon knew that Heiju caught eels for his sick mother as he 
came across Heiju’s mother’s funeral.  After that, he repeatedly carried chestnuts and other 
fruits to Heiju’s house.  One day, he knew that Heiju thought that it is God who carries nuts 
and fruits to his house.  Nevertheless, he went to Heiju’s house to carry nuts and fruits.  
 
The episodes quoted here started with the teacher’s question, “why did Gon, not halting his 
couduct, repeat going Heiju’s house next day?” After some discussion continued, the teacher 
asked the next question. 
 
Teacher: Well, then, it became a little bit complicated, which one (among children’s thought 
presented) do you think most possible?  All (answers) seem possible.  No one seems wrong.  
Which one do you think most possible among them? 
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At this time, the following answers were presented by children, and all of them were written 
on the blackboard. 
1, (Gon went to Heiju’s house) because Gon wanted Heiju to know that he carried the nuts. 
2, Because this conduct is joyful for Gon feel satisfied. 
3, Because Heiju will know (that Gon carried the nuts) someday if Gon keep carrying the 
nuts. 
4, It is natural that I (Gon) should keep carrying because I am making amends for my bad 
conduct. 
5, I (Gon) should do more because I committed bad conduct. 
6, Gon keeps making amends. So, it becomes habitual for Gon. 
7, As Gon found out something to do, and became busy, he felt pleasant. 
 
And by this time, the teacher pointed out that 1 and 3 are similar, combined them and labeled 
combined one as A.  Fourth response and 5th are also combined and labeled as C.  Second 
response is relabeled as B, and 6th as D.  Seventh response was combined with  th when it 
was presented by a child and written on the blackboard by the teacher, with the line linking 
both responses. 
 
Child: I choose C. 
Child: I think C. 
Teacher: Which ones became confusing? 
Children: B and C. 
Children: B and D. 
Teacher: Yes, B and D became confusing.  Combine them, and label it BD. 
Child: Then, that one is BD. 
Teacher: Yes, this one is absorbed into BD, ok? It becomes BD, and this one is vanished. 
Child: OK. 
Teacher: Then, (there remain) A, that is, (Gon) keeps carrying because he wanted Heiju to 
know. C, that is, (Gon) keeps carrying because he feels he should do it. BD, that is, once 
(Gon) started doing it, it became habitual for him, it gave him satisfaction, so he cannot stop 
doing it.  Which one is correct, I do not know.  All seem correct. Which one do you all think 
the most possible?  A?  BD?  Let your face down on the table. 
 
Original utterance for D, or 6 presented by the child is the following. 
Child: As (Gon) has kept doing it, it now becomes habitual for him. 
 
 ?? 
There is a difference between “becoming habitual” and “joyful for Gon feels satisfied” in 
their literal meanings.  However, it is possible to find out some meaningful relation between 
these two statements.  Following line of the argument is possible; It becomes habitual for Gon, 
because Gon was busy with carrying nuts, and Gon was carrying nuts with his whole heart, 
because it satisfied Gon. 
 
There can be a relation described above between these two statements.  The teacher combined 
B and D based on this relationship.  The facts that the answer #7 was proposed by the child 
who presented the answer #6, and that some children pointed out the relationship between B 
and D supported the teacher to combine B and D. In combining B and D, the teacher declared 
to the children that she re-interpret both B and D as the same one.   
 
This re-interpretation was certainly based on a meager relationship between two statements.  
The teacher knew it, but she dared to do it.  Although the fine differences between individual 
thought were lost by revoicing here, there remained three major thought, that is, “want Heiju 
know that I did” as A, “feel satisfied” as BD, and “making amends” as C.  As a result, three 
opposing points of view on Gon’s thought were highlighted and the dialogical structure 
became explicit. 
 
To the question which one you all think the most posible, most children chose C (making 
amends) as their answer.  Given these answers, the teacher asked the children on the facial 
expression of Gon next. 
 
Teacher: Oh, C is the majority’s choice.  Well then, was Gon’s face a bitter one? How about 
it? (inaudible) I should do more. Uninteresting. I should do more though Heiju does not 
understand.  Did Gon say in such a face? I ‘d like to ask to the people who chose C. (unrelated 
interaction omitted)   In which kind of face did Gon say?  Said dispiritedly like I am so sorry?  
Do not you think so? 
Children: I don’ t think so. 
Teacher: You don’ t think so.  You don’ t think that Gon said regrettably. OK. 
Child: In an ordinary face 
Teacher: In an ordinary face.  You mean that Gon was not moved, don’ t you? 
Child: A little bit. 
Teacher: Moved a little bit. 
Child: Not pleasurable. 
Teacher: Not pleasurable. Then, How?  Midori? 
 ?? 
Midori: Probably. Heiju will be pleased. 
Teacher: Heiju will be pleased today. 
Child: Cheerful face. 
Teacher: Heiju will be pleased. Cheerful face. Somehow enjoying and cheerful expression. 
 
As seen in this sequence, the teacher strongly suggested the possibility of BD to the children.  
However, this does not mean that she had BD as the correct answer and told it to the children.  
A little later, the teacher drew a circle on the blackboard, divided its area to two, one for 
regretting and the other for pleasure, and asked children which area was larger. 
 
Teacher: Well then, in your opinion, “regretting” is a little bit larger, is not it?  This way?  Is 
“regretting” more larger?  What do you  think?  Less  larger?  
Children: Less larger. 
Teacher: Oh, “regretting” is less larger.  Well, this one is larger than expected.  Both seem 
equal.  So, you all agree that the thought that ( Gon) wants Heiju to know is not very strong. 
OK. 
 
What the teacher suggested to the children was that BD was also possible.  She did not deny 
C.  Teacher’s interpretation on Gon’s thought itself was plural. Children’s dialogue was 
supported by such a plural interpretation the teacher prepared in Kyozai - Kaishaku.  As 
Bakhtin(1984) characterized, true dialogue is not deterministic, and not closed.  At the last of 
this sequence, the teacher said the following. 
 
Teacher: OK. We are not sure this one is correct or this one is correct, anyway, Gon went 
Heiju’s house next day. 
 
The interaction on this topic ended here, but the dialogue was not closed. Though each child 
might have had his/her own opinion, he/she must have known that his/her opinion was not the 
only one, and there were other, possible thoughts. Dialogical structure of this class took the 
essential characteristic of ‘polyphony’(Bakhtin, 1984) in the sense that plural ‘voices’ were 
acknowledged(Miyazaki,  
 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
 
Though Saitou pedagogy has its roots in the traditional Japanese elementary education, it is 
not so popular in these days in Japan. One reason is the general trend of educational ideas in 
 ?? 
modern Japan.  There is a futile debate between two major educational thoughts in these days. 
One is a mechanistic view on education in which education is thought to be the transmission 
of the knowledge. Importance of children’s motivation to learn is totally ignored. In this 
thought, teacher is thought to be just a sender of the knowledge. Another is a progressive 
thought which rely on Piaget type developmental psychology. Here, so-called children’s 
initiative is highly valued. Situation is very similar to the western society about which Egan 
described(2002). 
 
The problem both of these two thoughts share is that they failed to put the teacher’s role in the 
proper place. In the mechanistic one, teacher is thought to be just a sender of the knowledge. 
Teacher is the last ring in the long chain of knowledge transmission. In the progressive view, 
teacher should remain to be a supporter. Both view teacher as a passive, insignificant being. 
Saitou and his followers have argued against this view. For Saitou, it is the teacher’s active 
intervention in the lesson which makes children motivate to learn actively. As he argued: 
Though the subject of the lesson is child, teacher should be at the center in the lesson, be an 
organizer and a director of the lesson in order to children learn lively as the subject of the 
lesson.(Saitou 1995) 
 
I believe that this statement itself can be Egan’s. Most important idea common in Saitou and 
Egan is that teacher’s active involvement is not against but for children’s development as 
active learners. And these ideas becomes more important than before in the educational scene 
not only in the West but also in Japan, in which teacher’s proper role has been lost in sight. 
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